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The Creation Story
1896

the story dividing his play into three questions on the human dilemma the author begins with a charming and gently humorous retelling of adam and eve and
god in the garden of eden after their expulsion from paradise eve gives birth to cain

The Creation of the World and Other Business
1973

the old world the new world and the creation of the modern world 1400 1650 an interpretive history provides a unique look at the early years of european
discovery and colonization examining the impact of this period on the historical development of both the new and old worlds the text is enhanced by the
incorporation of a wide variety of original source material allowing readers to benefit from a more first hand experience of the historical events of the
period providing the essential facts in conjunction with expert analysis the volume poses a number of important questions to enable readers to construct
their own analysis of the evidence presented uniquely the volume goes beyond the standard textbook formula of what when and where to delve more deeply
into the specific as well as the wider significance of historical developments thereby providing the platform for a textured interpretive understanding
of the history of the atlantic world

The Old World, the New World, and the Creation of the Modern World, 14001650
2013-08-01

calum carmichael asserts that biblical texts both in the old and new testaments which have been the subject of interpretation for centuries are
themselves often the products of the ancient authors interpretation of still other literary compositions claiming that parts of the bible constitute
major and very early examples of exegesis carmichael demonstrates that the author of the story of creation in genesis 1 produced his work in reaction to
troubling issues that arose in the story of the exodus the author of john s gospel in turn recounted the life of jesus in light of the story of creation
pointing out that much of modern literary criticism has roots in biblical hermeneutics carmichael turns his attention to the richness and complexity of
the ancient world s own modes of interpretation by doing so he is able to uncover the heretofore unrecognized influence of the exodus story on the
creation story and of the creation story on john s gospel carmichael first shows how the author of the seven day scheme of creation in genesis produced
it in response to his reading of the exodus story which was centuries old in his time he then shows the extent to which the author of john s gospel was
influenced by first century cosmological speculation philo s in particular in the first five chapters of his gospel the author elaborated the details of
the creation story to present in allegorical fashion incidents from the life of jesus

The Story of Creation
2019-06-07
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moses account of the creation of the cosmos by god the fall of mankind into sin and the lord s promise to redeem his creation through his son is not
simply a set of facts it is also a story one with profound depth and richness bearing witness to the divine mysteries in this book the authour and artist
hope to reveal to families the connections between genesis 1 3 and the life and ministry of christ his passion and resurrection the sacraments and jesus
ultimate promise of his return on the last day when all of creation will be made new for ever

The Creation, the Fall and the Promise
2017-09-30

the creation has been a topic of debate for centuries by the very beneficiaries of that creation mankind there are two main schools of thought the
universe was created in one big bang and through the process of evolution all life was created including human life the universe was created by elohim
god with humans as the primary beneficiaries created in the image and likeness of their creator this book cover the creation of the heaven and the earth
using scripture to support that the creation was done in god s time to sustain life that the heaven and earth was created with purpose and mankind is the
beneficiary of the creation it explains the biblical creation day by day emphasizing the creation of the universe was more than just chance it was a
revelation of elohim s foresight prescience to create beings that would one day become children of god

In the Beginning
2017-09

distinguished scholar matthew levering examines the doctrine of creation and its contemporary theological implications critically engaging with classical
and modern views in dialogue with orthodox and reformed interlocutors among others moving from the trinity to christology levering takes up a number of
themes pertaining to the doctrine of creation and focuses on how creation impacts our understandings of both the immanent and the economic trinity he
also engages newer trends such as ecological theology

Engaging the Doctrine of Creation
2017-07-18

the lines have been drawn on one side are young earth creationists who assert that god created the universe in six days and based on calculations derived
from the bible that the earth is six thousand years old on the other side are secular scientists who claim the universe has existed for over thirteen
billion years the earth for 4 5 billion scientists claim that no miracles were necessary to form the universe and that everything is explained by natural
causes however young earth creationists point to verses at the beginning of the bible and the beginning of the book of john that clearly claim that god
created the universe in the beginning god created the heavens and the earth the earth was formless and void and darkness was over the surface of the deep
and the spirit of god was moving over the surface of the waters genesis 1 1 2 in the beginning was the word and the word was with god and the word was
god he was in the beginning with god all things were made by him and without him was not anything made that was made john 1 1 3 but what if there is no
contradiction between scientific data and the bible arnold guyot was a nineteenth century geologist and geographer at princeton university in addition to
his numerous scientific accomplishments he developed the day age interpretation of genesis 1 in which the days of creation represent geologic ages when
we view the bible through this lens we find that modern science has not only failed to refute the miracles of genesis but has in fact provided abundant
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evidence for their veracity genesis revealed a scientific examination of the creation story takes readers down the twin paths of science and theology to
show that they lead us to the same destination citing a multitude of discoveries in astronomy and geology dr peter waller makes a compelling case for
guyot s interpretation and for the miracles described in genesis 1 1 25

The Creation of God
1893

the need to position christianity in relation to other religions most notably judaism and islam has brought about a renewed interest in the theme of
creation which has been off the theological agenda for much of the 20th century environmentalists biologists feminists and process theologians have all
registered concerns from their different perspectives about the way in which the traditional doctrine of creation characterizes the relationship between
the cosmos and its creator furthermore the hoilism of the new age and its resonance with eastern patterns of thought seems to offer something radically
different from the judaeo christian understanding of the creation it is in the light of these concerns that the author argues for the doctrine of
creation as a distictively christian article of faith by recognizing at the the same time that criticisms which have been made of its traditional
formulations must be properly acknowledged and accommodated the author is able to use the best insights from secular disciples to construct a theology of
creation which is responsible

Genesis Revealed
2014-05-15

大きなイベントで失敗を犯し ホームレスへ そんな紆余曲折を経て インディーズレーベルの創始者となり 夜カフェの帝王 渋谷の黒豹 と呼ばれるようになるまでを記した自伝エッセイ 挑戦を諦めない全ての人に

The Cosmos and the Creator
1998

the creation gospel is a foundational teaching study that unveils the work of the holy spirit from genesis to revelation through the light of the menorah
the study thematically covers the 7 days of creation the 7 spirits of god the 7 feasts of israel and the 7 assemblies of revelation

CREATION OR DEATH 創造か死か from SHIBUYA
2021-09-22

this book cover the creation of the heaven and the earth using scripture to support that the creation was done in god s time to sustain life that the
heaven and earth was created with purpose and mankind is the beneficiary of the creation it explains the biblical creation day by day emphasizing the
creation of the universe was more than just chance it was a revelation of elohim s foresight prescience to create beings that would one day become
children of god
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Creation Gospel Workbook One
2017-11-16

can the biblical account of creation be reconciled with current scientific beliefs for over a century the holy bible s story of creation has come under
considerable scrutiny and derision by the scientific community the length of creation days the biblical order of creation and man s origin have all been
the subjects of heated debates debates that cast further doubts on biblical accuracy but is such derision warranted the theory of creation boldly answers
that very question rather than denounce other theories or repudiate accepted scientific beliefs this is a comprehensive and objective analysis of the
first story of the bible genesis 1 1 2 4 each verse is carefully examined for its scientific meaning the original hebrew text is often referenced popular
theories are explored and the purpose and implications of god s actions are addressed finally the biblical account of creation is compared to the
scientific record in this era of moral relativism when biblical values are condemned and the sanctity of the holy bible is often ridiculed validation of
the creation story would be a source of inspiration for believers everywhere in the theory of creation jim schicatano answers the enduring questions of
science and resolves the biblical creation debate

In The Beginning
2017-09-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

God, Us and the Universe
2012-05

from the preface the right rev d s tuttle bishop of missouri in delivering a sermon before a body of theological students on how to make the people
contribute liberally towards the support of the church remarked you must milk the cows the more and the oftener you milk them the more milk they will
give although somewhat vulgar yet the simile fits the case exactly the same is true of the study of the bible the more we study it the more we draw from
it the more it will yield milk of life both for the soul and the brain the same idea was also expressed by dr martin luther who compared the bible to a
beautiful and fruitful tree the more and the oftener we pluck its fruit the more it will give us but not everybody knows how to milk nor does everybody
know how to pluck the fruits if done carelessly and thoughtlessly the milking as well as the plucking of the fruit may become dangerous we may fall from
the tree if there are some who thus fell from the tree while trying to pluck its fruit who will dare to say that it was the tree s fault that the plucker
fell down was it not on the contrary the plucker s own carelessness his own fault exactly so it is with the higher criticism higher criticism if
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thoughtlessly and carelessly applied to the bible will and must be hurtful not for the bible however for it will remain undaunted but for him who aspires
to be a higher critic and how many there are who want to be what they cannot be higher critics a true higher critic s aim is not to destroy the bible but
to understand it understand it historically thus he will apply the higher critical methods as given by history in history the divine will is carried out
the bible when thus read in the light of history will yield fruits of which nobody ever dreamed fruits ripened in ages past and saved for our present
times to gather

The Theory of Creation
2001-10-05

how much of god s creation do you notice each day god s infinite wisdom and the depth of his love for us can be seen through the things he has made did
you know that some creationist ideas actually conflict with the bible patterns we see in the natural world are not accidental each one is a reflection of
order and careful design is the bible s account of creation compatible with scientific fact do you have to be anti science to believe in creation the
bible describes six days during which god created life were these 24 hour days how long were the creation days when was the beginning has science
disproved the bible s account of creation andrews will lay out the biblical interpretation concerning the creation days of genesis there are over a dozen
different interpretations concerning the creative days of genesis in the creation days of genesis andrews will consider the main four to get at how god
created the heavens and the earth andrews will give the reader the bible s answer to these questions i e god s viewpoint moreover readers will find real
meaning and purpose in life based on accurate knowledge of the creator and his creative activity as was written and what is revealed in the bible

CREATION & THE SCRIPTURE THE R
2016-08-25

this book investigates the philosophical components of christian faith in creation by analyzing the distinction and the relation between creation and its
creator the writings of edward schillebeeckx and david burrell supply a terminology of distinction and relation that shapes the discourse following in
the footsteps of aquinas poulsom elucidates the relational dialectic in the thought of schillebeeckx as a way of thinking about the creation and offers a
helpful comparison with the thought of david burrell relational dialectic is an organizing principle not only of schillebeeckx s account of creation but
of his philosophical theology more generally it can operate as a hermeneutic for his material on praxis and humanism in a way that resolves some problems
noted by other schillebeeckx scholars poulsom s interpretation of schillebeeckx enriches current approaches to this thinker and offers a significant
contribution to thinking on the doctrine of creation and issues surrounding the ontological distinction which is of major concern in philosophical
theology today

The Creation-Story of Genesis I.
2017-01-21

this book the great wonder of the literary age contains the first and second chapters of the secret of the creation the most mighty book ever written on
earth among men jehovah has no beginning he himself created time and taught its principles to the living things he also created giving to them
comprehension by which we ascribe unto the infiniteness of jehovah a time and a beginning before that there were not any man or angels or living
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creatures of any form created when there were no worlds yet formed nature stood in three kingdoms they were light water and darkness then the kingdom of
the light strove against the kingdom of darkness and the darkness contended with the light the two elements came together each of them a separate unit
contending against the other and in their controversy the virtue of the power of each of them became formed and concentrated into a living being their
personalities are as those of men but their substance is power the virtue the pre motive the ruling quorum the master of all power the being of light was
much greater than the being of darkness and ruled over him therefore was his name jehovah the being of darkness hated him with great envy thereby was his
name satan but they were both lonesome being alone even as light and darkness is obstinate to each other then jehovah saw that he was the master of
nature all power being controlled by his hands he looked upon the kingdom of the waters and saw that their alluvian substance could be divided and
congealed into many kingdoms of minerals and he decided to create a world he sent a current of electricity in its first nature through the face of the
waters and said let the minerals be gathered together each one in its place in perfect order for the earth and let the dry land appear above the face of
the waters and the natural electricity went forth and returned to and fro and it was done

THE CREATION DAYS OF GENESIS
2019-06-20

excerpt from the creation story of genesis i a sumerian theogony and cosmogony the right rev d s tuttle bishop of missouri in delivering a sermon before
a body of theological students on how to make the people contribute liberally towards the support of the church remarked you must milk the cows the more
and the oftener you milk them the more milk they will give although somewhat vulgar yet the simile fits the case exactly the same is true of the study of
the bible the more we study it the more we draw from it the more it will yield milk of life both for the soul and the brain the same idea was also
expressed by dr martin luther who compared the bible to a beautiful and fruitful tree the more and the oftener we pluck its fruit the more it will give
us but not everybody knows how to milk nor does everybody know how to pluck the fruits if done carelessly and thoughtlessly the milking as well as the
plucking of the fruit may become dangerous we may fall from the tree if there are some who thus fell from the tree while trying to pluck its fruit who
will dare to say that it was the tree s fault that the plucker fell down was it not on the contrary the plucker s own carelessness his own fault exactly
so it is with the higher criticism higher criticism if thoughtlessly and carelessly applied to the bible will and must be hurtful not for the bible
however for it will remain undaunted but for him who aspires to be a higher critic and how many there are who want to be what they cannot be higher
critics a true higher critic s aim is not to destroy the bible but to understand it understand it historically thus he will apply the higher critical
methods as given by history in history the divine will is carried out the bible when thus read in the light of history will yield fruits of which nobody
ever dreamed fruits ripened in ages past and saved for our present times to gather indeed the bible is a wonderful tree with manifold fruits tiny shoots
have been engrafted on it from time to time by different gardeners shoots taken from other trees raised on foreign soil these gardeners belonged to a
people that was not surrounded by a chinese wall nor were they blind deaf or dumb they had eyes and saw ears and heard mouths and spoke about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works
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The Dialectics of Creation
2014-03-13

this new beautifully illustrated picture book from tyndale kids and dk is a simple introduction to the story of creation for children ages 6 and up
bursting with intricate artwork that celebrates the origins of our planet and universe the amazingly detailed illustrations enable young readers to
marvel at god s powers of creation and the wonders of nature as they turn each page the creation story is a classic storybook ideal for reading aloud
since it includes the text of the new living translation it s the perfect gift for parent and child to share together

The Secret of the Creation
2015-10-25

creator creation and the journey are a series of books that describe my journey to the garden of eden and a mission to discover why god allows the
suffering in the world to continue in this first book i start with my childhood when the visions dreams and spiritual encounters began then i move onto
adulthood when i met like minded friends who encouraged me to make a start on the journey i show you how the guardians of the tree of life taught me to
activate the fifth element through which i obtained clear psychic sight into the inner world and where i learnt to recollect the memories of creation i
document visions and dreams about god the guardians the tree of life the garden of eden christ the brutal separation of the twin flames anubis lucifer
extra terrestrials the creation race and much more nothing i can say here could illustrate the sheer volume of my discoveries and the answers i found
about god and creation i was sent and in service to god and creator creation and the journey is my spiritual calling

The Creation-Story of Genesis I
2015-07-19

the story of creation as told by theology and by science is a book written by thomas suter ackland this work likely explores the narratives of creation
as presented by both theological perspectives and scientific understandings the author thomas suter ackland likely delves into the intersections and
divergences between religious accounts of creation and the scientific explanations offered by contemporary knowledge the book may present an analysis of
how different worldviews approach and interpret the concept of creation it s common for such works to explore the relationship between religious beliefs
and scientific theories providing readers with insights into the ongoing dialogue between theology and science for those interested in the intersection
of religion and science particularly regarding the creation narrative the story of creation as told by theology and by science could offer a thoughtful
exploration of these two perspectives

The Creation Story
2001

far from being a trivial issue or one that can be interpreted many different ways god s record of creation displays a marvelous and clear consistency
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throughout from the symphony of the creation week in genesis to the promise of a new heaven and a new earth in revelation the bible speaks of a recent
six day creation of the universe a respected scholar the late dr henry m morris spent over six decades studying god s word and his commentaries enriched
the faith of many in this remarkable book dr morris examines both the famous creation account in genesis as well as lesser known references such as ezra
and colossians

Creator, Creation and the Journey: Guardians of the Tree of Life. Book 1.
2024-02-10

excerpt from the creation and the scripture the revelation of god this volume was found in manuscript among the unpublished writings of g e monell m d of
omaha who died suddenly september 29 1881 about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

THE STORY OF CREATION AS TOLD BY THEOLOGY AND BY SCIENCE
2000-04

the world is formed by the body of purusa the cosmic person he is immeasurable only one quarter of him is visible three quarter remain concerned he
covers and even overlaps space and time this uncreated being ascends and descends into every being from his limb come all things both animate and
inanimate animals of every type liturgical formulas hymns and melodies various meteres the four castes of men the cosmic powers from his mouth indra god
and agni fire from his naval the air from his head the sky from his feet the earth from the ears the points of the compass nothing nobody is omitted

Biblical Creationism
2017-12-26

reformed churches have always been interested in the covenant idea first the covenant of grace in christ but also a covenant with adam before sin
commonly called the covenant of works but what the covenant of works really meant in the 17th century when it became standard orthodoxy is often very
poorly understood today that ignorance has contributed to modifications which are not always for the better

The Creation and the Scripture
2013-04-15

現代ゴンド アートの第一人者バッジュ シャームが中央インドのゴンド民族に伝わる創造神話の豊かな世界に分け入り人々の日々の暮らしに息づく数多の物語の本質をつかみ取り壮大なスケールで描き上げた画期的な絵本 夜の木 タムラ堂 と同様に 南インドの小さな工房にて古布を原料とした手漉きの紙に シルクスクリーン印刷で
刷られさらに手作業による製本で 1冊ずつ丁寧に仕上げられている シリアルナンバー入り
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The Creator And The Creation Are One.
2019-09-16

creation fall and redemption is a verse by verse commentary of the foundational book of the bible genesis 111 pastor bill takes the reader through a
devotional and informative tour of the creation fall of man cain and abel the creation of the first city the development of civilization the conditions
leading to the flood and the tower of babel and the division of humanity this book shows us that not only are the early chapters of genesis about our
beginnings but they also foreshadow the end times and final judgments of the lord upon this earth but the book is also a testament to the salvation of
god right from the beginning through the seed of the woman promise which is the key to unlocking all of the book of genesis

God and Adam: Reformed Theology and the Creation Covenant
2015-10-01

this is a new translation of grosseteste s masterful commentary on the biblical account of the creation presenting a rich look at the unity of the
medieval outlook the hexaemeron combines the learning of east and west in a distinctively english way

世界のはじまり
2016-05-06

critics of the doctrine of creation often attempt to marginalize the great truths of god s creative acts the reality however is that creation is
mentioned in each of the bible s 66 books this is one of the great ignored truths of the modern church far from being a trivial issue or one that can be
interpreted many different ways god s record of creation displays a marvelous and clear consistency throughout from the symphony of the creation week in
genesis to the promise of a new heaven and a new earth in revelation the bible speaks of a recent six day creation of the universe a respected scholar
the late dr henry m morris spent over six decades studying god s word and his commentaries enriched the faith of many in this remarkable book dr morris
examines both the famous creation account in genesis as well as lesser known references such as ezra and colossians biblical creationismis a devastating
response to the bible s critics

Creation, Fall and the Hope of Redemption
1996

here by a leading dutch woman biblical theologian who studied under umberto eco is a brilliant new approach to the creation stories in the first eleven
chapters of genesis contrary to those who believe that our time is seeing the end of the great stories and that only science and the facts count she
argues that storytellers and poets can stand closer to experience and feelings and give expression to something which is equally a given and that these
early chapters of the bible contain some of the most important stories ever written first comes a discussion of the accounts of the creation of the world
paradise and the fall cain and abel noah and the flood and the building of the tower of babel often shedding quite a new light on familiar material then
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after some basic reflections come creation stories of a different kind from asia australia america africa and europe from the rig veda and the enuma
elish through myths and legends to hesiod s theogony the edda and the kalevala finally there is a discussion of the scientific account of creation and
evolution and how it relates to all that has gone before the book ends with two stories of earth by contemporary indians from brazil and north america

On the Six Days of Creation
2000-04-01

the beginning of genesis represents the basic foundation of the entire bible if the reader does not understand the foundational truths then he will
likely misunderstand the rest of the book the truths that follow stand or fall upon the foundation of the first few chapters of genesis this book is a
personal passion of my heart from a conservative viewpoint of god s creation of the world things did not just come into existence by some cosmic accident
or chance but by an ingenious designer creator that purposed every facet of his perfect creation many individuals have been deceived with the teachings
and the lies of evolution such as man arriving from a monkey some teachers have used these lies that the earth is billions of years old however the bible
clearly teaches that creation came to pass just over 6 000 years ago those years are well documented in genesis and other bible accounts since my first
degree was in science it is my desire to show every person possible that the bible is absolutely true and completely trustworthy the truth is that
science is attempting to catch up with biblical truth yet it never will that is because the creator of this vast universe is so far advanced of all
scientific discoveries that man will never be able to reach that super human level of wisdom god possesses unlimited understanding of creation that man
will never achieve in the beginning every single thing made was perfect until man committed sin in genesis 3 my desire is to inspire all who are seeking
to uncover the truth about creation to study those conservative teachings about life and how human beings arrived on earth there is absolutely no
scientific evidence of any humans living on any of the other planets god announced early in genesis that his focus was upon the heavens and the earth
which is taught throughout the bible he never mentions about man getting to another planet but he does desire that all humans go to heaven the provision
for man to go to heaven is through the blood of jesus since this is the only way

Biblical Creationism (Henry Morris Signature Collection)
1997

an islamic version of the story of the creation of adam and eve

Stories of the Beginning
2021-01-27

the stage was built long ago now angels men stars and planets take their places the ballet is about to begin this dance is not merely about interesting
movements there is a story to be told it is not just that jesus has come to earth it is about why with the bible the ballet takes shape the
constellations hang the backdrops the festivals of the jewish year give the troupe its depth gestation circumcision purification and the blood moon add
dramatic emphasis at key points at creation the morning stars sang but when jesus tents among us they dance an exquisite ballet guided by the dance above
them based upon roots laid centuries before the magi make their journey in faith
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Back to the Beginning of a Perfect Creation
1996

the internationally bestselling author of einstein s dreams presents a celebration of the highs and lows of existence on the grandest possible scale the
story of creation as told by god once before time existed mr g woke up from a nap and decided to create the universe in the shimmering void where he
lives with his aunt penelope and uncle deva he creates time space and matter soon follow stars planets animate matter consciousness and intelligent
beings with moral dilemmas but the creation of space and time has unintended consequences including the arrival of belhor a clever and devious rival
belhor delights in needling mr g demanding explanations for the inexplicable offering his own opinions on the fledgling universes and maintaining the
necessity of evil as mr g s favorite universe grows he discovers how an act of creation can change everything in the world including the creator himself

And the Earth Trembled
1984

excerpt from the creation of god is it not high time for man and woman to learn that their dependence on any supernatural aid is futile their prayers and
appeals to an imaginary god worse than useless their cringing fear for the so called sacred authority cowardly their submission to priestly rule and
authority slavish and the incul cating of biblical church lore stupefying is it not time for man and woman to comprehend themselves their powers the uses
of their several organs their functions and the natural laws that govern them that ideas thought consciousness intellect under standing imagination
knowledge etc etc are but the functions of nervous matter that everything we know have discovered developed or produced is the natural product of nerve
tissue about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Creation
2013-02-01

Creation's Ballet for Jesus
2008-12-01
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The Secret of the Creation
2012-01-24

Mr g
2017-12-25

The Creation of God (Classic Reprint)
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